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Where Next For The World Economy? Risks And Scenarios for the Recovery Overview

The report analyses the following topics:

- The risk of a 'hard landing' in China, and fault-lines in its banking sector
- The potential for the US economy to surprise us - on both the upside and downside
- The possibility of a renewed spike in commodity prices
- The risk of social and political upheaval in Iran
- The risk of a destabilising power struggle for the presidency in Russia
- The risk of a ‘hard landing’ for the Turkish economy

Key Benefits:

The Special Report draws upon the expertise of BMI's Global Economists and Industry analysts to provide a further strategic dimension to the Country Risk and Industry services. The global recovery is at a delicate phase, and the above threats could send ripples through financial markets. In particular, the report demonstrates BMI's ability to identify the most pertinent economic risks in a timely and insightful manner.
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